
Estate : Dominate Guide

How do choices and consequences work in Estate : Dominate 

Almost all choices that you make are recorded by setting individual flags. The state of those flags is then used to customize the game. By the end of Release 6, the game is tracking about 80 flags. Some aren't in use much,
or at all, but there is still an almost infinite number of possible combinations in play in your unique game. The upside of this approach is that the game is very organic: you don't just raise an abstract affection score with a
character, but instead they remember exactly what you did and can react to that. The downside is that it makes a comprehensive guide almost impossible: there are simply too many small variations in each scene.
So this isn't really a document to 'follow' to get a '100% completion'. Think of it more as reference material. If your Gallery is missing many images in a specific scene, you should be able to use this guide to learn how to find them. 

In order to make using it as easy as possible, the flags are grouped into 4 categories:

1. Character paths: These are the most major flags in the game. At any given point, you are either submissive, neutral, or dominant. Just about everything you experience will be affected by this.

2. Kink preferences: These are as much about your preference as a player, as they are about the in-game MC, and the impact of them can range from minor to major. If you dislike 'pee' for example, 
the game will try to minimize that kind of content for you. 

3. Major content choice: These flags lead to major, exclusive content. Things like alternative versions of scenes. 

4. Minor content choice: These flags only have minor impact on content. Things like additional dialogue or an extra image somewhere.

Keep in mind that many choices will only have consequences a release or two down the line, so flags will move from Cat.4 into Cat.3 as the game develops.
'Major' and 'Minor' also doesn't imply importance. Deciding to watch someone in secret can be major content, but not have much story impact.   

If this is your first or second time playing the game, consider not looking at this guide at all. The design behind the choices and consequences is all about making it feel real, and not like you are manipulating a game system. You will
lose much of this if you obsess over setting the flags 'correctly'. There are no game over or win screens in the game, and no points to be collected. Just forget about optimization and enjoy your time.

Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

The Deal NonCanon001 The choices in the Prologue have no long term effect

Long Road Ahead

Stern Arrival
I should try to put her at… The ‘Push Points’ you can collect are only relevant for the scene ‘A Hairy Problem’.

Collect them if you want the ‘darker’ version of the scene. After that scene, the points are irrelevant.She really needs to keep… Push Point +1

Head Maid

If I tell her time stopped…
Well, mouth to mouth… Anja flirt [true]
Heather will be embarrassed...
Most likely Anja will learn… Heather Ugly [true]

Stairway to Heaven

To make sure I can creep… Bath Creep [true] & Push Point +1
To make sure I won’t…
Walking in is fine. Push Point +1
Walking in is fine, but…
I can’t have Anja take… Defend Anja [true]

NonCanon003Meh, what’s done is done.

Kitchen Boy
Well, she did lie to Isabella… Lie Good [true] & Push Point +1
No, it’s better not to lie…

Dinner Surprise

Heather is my best friend… Heather Pretty [true]

Any flag that is colored blue, like the Bush flag in this scene, are ‘Preference Flags’.
They will unlock images, dialogue and MC thoughts relating to that preference.

Set this flag to [false], and pubic hair will still exist in the game.
The MC will stop thinking about bush though, and you won’t get it shoved into your face as much.

I don’t want to be sucked…
This has to be a trap.
Well I do love me a nicely… Bush [true]
If they have to know, I…
They have put me in a…
Maybe I’m just soothing… Eager Shave [true]
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Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

A Hairy Problem

Main

I need to make her forget…

This is where the ‘Push Points’ come into play.
You only get the choice to be pushy with Heather if you have at least 3.

I don’t like this system, since the Points aren’t logically well connected to the choice they influence. 
So this is the only time in the game a choice is structured like this.

She has to understand…
She doesn’t have to be… Push Point >=3 & Eager Shave [true]
I assume she’ll feel better…
Telling her that I don’t mind… Push Point >=3 & Eager Shave [true] Pre-Push
There’s only one choice here Tea Time
No, I can’t do that. She’s… Pre-Push Tea Time
Ok, this is it. I pretend to… Pre-Push Push [true] Making Up

Don’t push Heather Push [false]

Although the reality is that… Feet [true]

Being pushy or not being pushy with Heather leads to a very significant split.
Not only in this scene, but also in several scenes over the next in-game day.

And as pretty as your…
I could redirect her a bit…
Honestly, I think I actually… Watched [true]

Push Heather Push [true]
As much as I’d love to…

Bush [true]I’m a terrible friend and… Fondle [true] NonCanon002

What a Day Main

Early Bird

Main
I have to admit… Watched [false] Watched [true]
I don’t think I would mind… Watched [true]
Not much I could do... Watched [false]

Peep on Heather Bath Creep [true]

I don’t know what it is…
Push [true]

Feet [true]
Well, not that I want…
Most importantly, I… This choice leads to a mini split immediately. 

Instead of watching Heather, you get a moment with Anja. Both merge again for the next choice.But this is too sexy… Heather Pursue [true]
It’s what I’m here for… Anja help [true] & Servant +1 Assisting Anja

The Servant Point plays a small role to set a flag in the later scene ‘Correction’.I’m sure she’ll ask… Bathroom Crossing

Peep on Anja Bath Creep [false]

If she stayed like that…
Push [true]

Feet [true]

The Servant Point plays a small role to set a flag in the later scene ‘Correction’.
Although I’m a bit…
It’s what I’m here for… Anja help [true] & Servant +1 Assisting Anja
I’m sure she’ll ask… Bathroom Crossing

Making Breakfast

Heather was pushed Push [true]
There wasn’t anything… Apologize [true]
If I make a big deal…

Heather was not pushed Push [false]

The place is so strange... Heather Pursue [true]
I don’t know…
It’s worth a shot… Anja Pressure [true]
And to what purpose?

Making Up Main Push [true]

Or can I?
Bath Creep [false] & Apologize [true]

Heather Pursue [true]

I can’t prevent my…

Eh, no need to overthink…
Bath Creep [false] & Apologize [false]

Heather Pursue [true]
Yeah, not making a big…
I can not coddle her now… NonCanon005
There’s something to be… Apologize [true]
We are servants here…

Apologize [false]
Natural Servant [true]

I want her to listen…

Tea Time

Main Push [false]

She’s hot, but the way…
You need Anja Pressure [true] to get the unlock.

Sub [true] is the first time a ‘Character Path Flag’ can be set.
More info about them in the notes to ‘Key Instructions’

It feels like I want to kill… Isabella Interest [true] NonCanon004
I think I should feel the… Sub [true]
Having to drink pee…
I mean… personally… Pee [true]

Watch Heather Pee [true] Heather Toilet [true]

No further choices in these short routes.

Don’t watch Heather Pee [false] Heather Toilet [true] & Anja Hypno [true]

Brave Lies Main Push [false]

Key Instructions Main

To obey is my job here… Sub [true] This is the full introduction of the purple ‘Character Path’ flags.
They have great and increasing impact on everything in the game.

You can switch between them in several places though, and this is fully supported.
There is no benefit to playing a ‘pure’ character. So, relax, and do what feels right at any point.

I guess I will have to… Neu [true]

It’s like she personally… Dom [true] & Sub [false]

Homecoming Main
It didn’t go too well… The introduction of Elisabeth, but more importantly, the introduction of the ‘Remove Shirt Flag’.

If you are missing images in the Gallery, this might be a source.It’s not like yesterday… Remove Shirt [true]

Chilling Out Main
The honest truth is that… Heather Pursue [true]
I need to push my… Heather Pursue [false]
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Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

Punishment

Main

No way I volunteer…
Dom [true]

Spank Anja [true] Spank Anja

This choice itself should be straight forward, but the impact on the Character Path might not be.
If you are on the Dom Path and you let yourself get spanked, you switch to Neutral.

If you are on the Sub Path and you spank Anja, you also switch to Neutral.

Perhaps admitting my… Dom [false] & Spank MC [true] Get spanked
No, I can’t lay a hand on…

Sub [true]
Spank MC [true] Get spanked

Anja did decide this… Sub [false] & Spank Anja [true] Spank Anja
I don’t even know if they…

Neu [true]
Spank Anja [true] Spank Anja

Trying to make this right… Spank MC [true] Get Spanked

Spank Anja
I can’t be excessive…

Dom [true] Following the above logic, spanking Anja has a Neutral and and a Dom version.I’m supposed to punish… Hard Spanking [true] NonCanon006

Get Spanked
Servant + 1 Getting spanked has a Neutral and a Sub version.

The Servant Point plays a small role to set a flag in the later scene ‘Correction’.

Bed Time Main

Yeah, under normal…
Dom [true] & Natural Servant [false]

Natural Servant [true] NonCanon009 You need Hard Spanking [true] to get the unlock
No, I want her to listen to…
Yeah, what would it… Heather Pursue [false]
I’m not sure if this is a… Heather Pursue [true]

Assisting Anja

Main Anja Help [true]

Not really, right? We’re…
Dom [true]

Dick Show [true] Get Up
Technically it doesn’t… Throw Anja out
Not really, right? We’re…

Neu [true]
Dick Show [true] Get Up

Perhaps not, but it’s… Throw Anja out

Inspection Sub [true]

No further choices in these short routes.Throw Anja out

Get Up Dick Show [true]

Bathroom Crossing

Main Anja Help [false] I think I need to try… Sub [false] Challenge Isabella Challenge Sub MC skips this choice and goes straight to ‘Get rolled over’
I don’t know, she’s so… Sub [false] Dom [false] & Neu [true] Back Down

Get rolled over Sub [true]

No further choices in these short routes.Challenge Challenge Isabella

Back Down

Pool Boy Main

No, what am I thinking?
I need to… try. I can’t… Lose Control [true] Correction
Just… a quick taste…

Lose Control [true]
Sole Lick [true] NonCanon008

No, she will see… I…

Fragments Main

Artful Task Main

Roman Charity Main
Yeah, personal scent is…
Well, nothing against soap… Smell [true] NonCanon007

Time to Think

Back to Work

Main
Yeah, it’s not worth…

Dom [true] Dom exclusive choice. Sub + Neu go straight to ‘Set the Table’So what if she knows… Ignore Anja [true] Ignore Anja

Set the Table
Dom [false]

OR
Ignore Anja [false]

Ignore Anja Ignore Anja [true]

Family Dinner Main

Well, is there anything…
Dom [true] If you reach this choice with Neu [true], it is a 2 step process: 

First, you eliminate either Dom or Sub. 
Second, you pick between what remains and your current Neutral path

This achieves a better transition between the paths.

And not just only the risk… Dom [false] & Neu [true]
And that’s what I’m going…

Sub [true]Which is why I have to… Sub [false] & Neu [true]
Aside from being more…

Neu [true]Aside from preferring…
Not bad perhaps, but it…

Dom [false]
This choice is the last point where you can switch paths before a longer split.I can’t ignore how right it… Neu [false] & Sub [true]

No, it isn’t. I need to be…
Sub [false]Yes, this isn’t a place… Neu [false] & Dom [true]

Show Trial
Sub Trial Sub [true]

… I just… can’t. I will do… NonCanon011
You’ll get nc011 in this scene if you have Dom [true] and Bath Creep [false]If this is what it takes… Cum Taste [true]

Dom + Neu Trial Sub [false]
I need to pull back and…
I can’t… think straight… Try to Cum [true]

Lockup
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Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

Correction Main Lose Control [true]

I can’t fail her again.
Sub [true]

Servant +1

2 additional Servant Points can be collected from decisions in ‘Early Bird’ and ‘Punishment’.

If the Mistress learns…
She’s going to punish me…

Dom [true]
Servant +1

But the hell I’m going…
I can lie when I have a…

Neu [true]
Servant +1

But should Anja really…
I am. I need to tell her. Servant +1
I am. But I can’t tell her.
… I could offer her to… Dom [false] Feet [true] & Mistress Offer [true]
Oh, I better be careful not…
I need to… tell Anja. Servant +1 & Good Servant [true] (if Servant >=4)

NonCanon012 You need Good Servant [true] to get the unlock.Even if they suspect it… Good Servant [true] (if Servant >= 4)
It’s so little… and it’s my…

Sole Lick [true] & Mistress Offer [true]
Cum Lick [true]

I offered to lick her feet…

Tucked Away

A New Day
Sub Bathroom Sub [true]

Maybe they aren’t so…
She shouldn’t have to…
If I were to bend over a…
No, that wouldn’t help…

Dom + Neu Bathroom Sub [false]
This is ridiculous. I’m not…
… I should just swallow…

Hidden Motives

Main

She said she prefers to…
Sub [true]

This choice simply sets how you refer to Elisabeth for the time being.
After this choice, the Neutral MC will automatically decline to participate in

Elisabeth’s scheme and go on to the ‘Mutual Support’ scene

I am a servant and she…
Friends or not, I’ll…

Dom [true]I can’t trust anything…
We might not be friends…

Neu [true]I don’t want to get lulled…

Sub Scheme Sub [true]
No, that can’t be right? Alternative [true]
Yes, I have to stop… NonCanon010

Dom Scheme Dom [true]
Why not? If she wants to… Reward [true]
This is rewarding enough…

Mutual Support Neu [true]
It’s clear as day by now…
I’m on the edge as it is… Heather Pursue [true] Guilt Good [true]
I’m having a hard time… Heather Pursue [false] Guilt Good [true]

Another Cage Main

The message didn’t read…
She ordered me to come…
Heather isn’t here anyway…

Sub [false]
Insult Heather [true]

I won’t insult Heather…
I have to tell Young…

Sub [true]
Insult Heather [true]

I can’t insult my friend…
I’ll simply tell her what…

Insult Heather [false]
Insult Heather [true]

No, Heather isn’t gross…
Yes, she won’t notice.
No, it’s too risky. Dom [false]
No, I need to be measured. Dom [true]

Pool Princess Main
Yeah, what’s the harm?

Dom [true]
Tease Isabella [true]

NonCanon015 You’ll get NonCanon015 in this scene if you have Insult Heather [true]No, even I know that…

Sisterly Dinner Main

In the Shadows

Main
Trying to jerk off will only… Explorer [true] Explore
It’s too risky to go outside… Masturbator [true] Masturbate
Who am I kidding? Going… Sleep

Explore

No further choices in these routes.Masturbate

Sleep

Maid Work Main
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Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

Cleaning Duty

Main

No, what the hell? What…
Dom [true]

Cleaning

Each Character Path can go either into an exclusive route, or into the shared ‘Cleaning’ route.
You will have to replay this quite a bit to get all images and dialogue.

It’s not like it would really… Watch Pee [true] Watch & NonCanon014

No! Am I going insane?
Neu [true]

Cleaning
I have to. Going to the… MC Toilet [true] Neu Toilet
No. I’d do it for her, but…

Sub [true]
Cleaning

Yes, it’s the only way to… MC Toilet [true] Sub Toilet

Neu Toilet MC Toilet [true]
It’s both, isn’t it? I am…

Pee [false]
Pee [true]

No, it’s just nervous…

Sub Toilet MC Toilet [true]
It’s both, isn’t it? I am…

Pee [false]
Pee [true]

No, it’s just nervous…

Cleaning
An exciting and strangely…

Pee [false]
Pee [true]

The kind of mess I’d…

Watch Watch Pee [true]

The Key Main Neu [false]
The only answer I can give…

Sub [true]
Mistress Pleasure [true]

She would never want me…

Temptress

Sub Sub [true]

But she’s right that I’m…
I should conserve what…
If I simply stay on my…
But [lisa] won’t. I have to...
I have to confess… Rat Elisabeth out [true]
I can’t tell on [lisa]. I doubt…

Dom Dom [true]

I’m so close… A couple… Feed Heather [true]
She wants to pretend to…
I promise. I’ll force feed…

Feed Heather [true]
Force Feed Heather [true]

No, that’s too far.

Neutral Neu [true]
No, it’s not worth it. It…
Heather will understand. Admission [true]

Assistance Neu [true] NonCanon013

Success Dom [true] NonCanon019

Probation Dom [true]
Whatever, even if they don't... Natural Boner [true]
No, [lisa] told me to keep it... NonCanon023

Promised Reward Dom [true]

I might as well admit to it...
Masturbator [true]I'd rather forget about that...

... No way she'll spread... Fill Lisa [true] NonCanon024
… Anja is already on all...

Relief Dom [true]

It would be silly do deny it... Dom Positive [true] This choice tells the game that the MC is 'happy' with the path he is on. Used to 'flavor' the thoughts he has.
And I guess she's not wrong...
Maybe the truth is that I... Isabella Interest [true]
Then again, seeing her shut...

Rude Awakening Dom [true] NonCanon027 You need Heather Toilet [true] & Pee [true] & Dom Positive [true] to unlock the image.

Walkie

Main Dom [true]

It really is her best bet to be...
Natural Servant [false]

Natural Servant [true]
The one she looks to for...
This is sick... and hot as hell.

Heather Toilet [true] & Pee [false]
Pee [true]

This is sick... just sick.
Intruding on her like that is...

Pee [true] & Dom Positive [false]
Watch Heather [true] Watch

Embarrassing her by... Stroll
I'm not into pee, but...

Pee [false]
Watch Heather [true] Watch

It's always exciting to see... Stroll

Watch
Watch Heather [true]

OR
Pee [true] + Dom Positive [true] 

NonCanon018 You need Pee [false] to unlock the image.

Stroll Watch Heather [false]

Feeding Dom [true] NonCanon022 You need Isabella Interest [true] to unlock the image.

In Balance Neu [true]

Kind of? I didn't appreciate... Neu Dom [true]

NonCanon025

This choice tells the game that the MC is still 'neutral' but tends toward the 'dom' path.
I think I should, but I... Neu Sub [true] This choice tells the game that the MC is still 'neutral' but tends toward the 'sub' path.
It's too early for regrets. I... Neu Positive [true] This choice tells the game that the MC is 'happy' with the path he is on. Used to 'flavor' the thoughts he has.
How could I not regret it?... Regret [true] You need Masturbator [false] & Explorer [false] to unlock the image.

Cozy Dinner Neu [true] NonCanon031 You need Push [false] to unlock the image.

The Bet Neu [true]

This has been popping into... Heather Pursue [true] & Heather Desire [true]
No, the more I'm forced to... Heather Pursue [false]
I want it. Mistress Relief [true]
No, I can't. Not with Heather... NonCanon030
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Scene Route Flag Req. Choice Flag Req. Flag Set Unlocks Notes

Nighttime Picnic
Main Neu [true]

Her body is perfect, exactly... Thick Beauty [true]
I get it that she could lose a... NonCanon028
I don't think that's what she...

Heather Pursue [false]
Deny Pleasure [true]

No, I can't lie about that... Help

Help
Mistress Relief [false]

&
Deny Pleasure [false]

Working Out Neu [true] NonCanon032 You need Mistress Relief [true] to unlock the image.

First Aid Sub [true]
No, who am I kidding? I'm...

NonCanon029Yes, I would happily give... Suckle Anja [true]

Tribunal Sub [true]

Yes, that makes sense...

NonCanon017 You need Watched [true] & Rat Elisabeth Out [true] & Accuse Lisa [false] to unlock the image.
No, it's too late for that... Accuse Lisa [true]
Maybe I should ask for her...
I have to own up to it and...

A New Home Sub [true]

I screwed everything up. I... Sub Positive [true] This choice tells the game that the MC is 'happy' with the path he is on. Used to 'flavor' the thoughts he has.
No it isn't. Punishment, yes...
I want to see her. If it hurts...

NonCanon021 You need Accuse Lisa [false] & Good Servant [true] to unlock the image.No, I can't take any more...
It doesn't matter what I want...

At The Bottom Sub [true]

No... this has to stop. I... Refuse Lisa [true] NonCanon026 You need Alternative [true] to unlock the image.
If Young Mistress Elisabeth...
No one but me would be... Ask to Cum [true]
No, Anja doesn't allow...

Stocks Going Up Sub [true] NonCanon020 You need Sub Positive [true] to unlock the image.
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